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CIRCLE "K" S ANNUAL BEAVER BALL DRAWS NEAR

The Circle "K" Club will sponsor its annual Beaver Ball on Thursday March twenty-second at 8:30 P.M. in the Gym. Music will be sponsored by the Jimmy Hanson orchestra, which has a Dixie band session that includes the "Charleston." The admission will be $1.50 per couple.

The dance will take P.J.C. through the past to the "Gay Nineties." A scene and the decorations will be according to this theme. Everyone is asked to wear clothes from this period. Everyone has at some time or other wished that he could have lived in the old days and now everyone at P.J.C. has the chance of spending one night there and enjoying the old fashioned dress and dances.

Adoor prize will be awarded as well as prizes for beards and clothes. In the board contest the first prize will go for the best groomed beard and will be an electric razor. This lucky gent will also have his beard shaved while standing at the stage. The runner up in the beard contest will be given Gillette razors.

The reason for this dance is to sponsor two underprivileged children to a camp for two weeks this summer. So those of you that attend will be donating to a worthy cause as well as having a ball.

Ski Trip to Sugarloaf Coming

The Skiing Club is sponsoring another ski trip to Sugarloaf Mt. on the 23rd, 24th and 25th of March so that everyone can get in on some real fun.

The cars will leave P.J.C. at noon Friday the 23rd and should be in Kingston in time for some skiing.

The price will be ten dollars per man and this will cover transportation, a good place to sleep and plenty of food. On the club's last trip they found the sleeping accommodations excellent with sheets and plenty of blankets so there will be no need for sleeping bags.

The snow at Sugarloaf should be in fine condition for spring skiing.

Anyone interested in going should see Al Clarke or Ken Taylor before this Friday the 16th so reservations can be made.

Dean Bonny attends A.A.J.C. meeting

Last Wed., Thur., and Fri. Dean Bonny attended the 36th annual meeting of the American Assoc. of Junior Colleges in New York City.

The theme of the meeting was "Every man's welfare and destiny is interlocked with everyone else's", a saying by Dr. Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review. Dr. Cousins addressed the convention and presented a very interesting speech on what this saying means to education.

Dean Bonny attended a meeting of the National Ski Association in which he addressed the convention and presented a very interesting speech on what this saying means to education.

Money saving tip

It is everyone's wish to save money and anyone meeting their way through college can use every penny.

We have a tip that we would like to hand on to you.

Mrs. McCormick has some ten ride bus tickets that she is selling for thirty seventy cents a saving to you of thirty cents. Here is some ways you can use that thirty cents:

1. one pack of butts with change
2. three glasses of beer
3. six copies of the Press Herald
4. Thirty stinkers of gaff, your choice of brand

This is just a few ways to spend your thirty cents and to take advantage of this deal all you have to do is see Mrs. McCormick today or any day.
Anyone wanting tickets to the forthcoming Beaver's Ball see Joan Levesque, she's selling them at half price.

We hear the boys in public speaking are going to get into nursing...

Huh??... Col. Lawrence's stock is dropping... better cash in...

What happened to the MAG??... They haven't been putting out to many newspapers lately... Guest In Vie... Who belongs to the S.S. Burma Road??... seems they should come in the newsroom and collect their spare tire... There was Pres. Carm for the Student Council pic.

Huh??... F.J.C.'s basketers slightly overshadowed Hansens All Stars last Wednesday by 13 points... seems they could have done better than that???

Welly Kepp and Joe Murphy are training up for the Patriots Day road race by chasing girls around the Lake... keep it up boys... some night you might catch one.

ICE FISHING

The Outings Club is sponsoring an ice fishing trip to Little Sebago Lake for this Saturday, the 17th, and anyone who has done any ice fishing and even those who haven't will have a good time.

If you would like to go see Ken Taylor and he will make the arrangements.

BASKETBALL

Last night F.J.C.'s basketers lost a game to the Deering High School varsity in the Y.M.C.A. Tourney. The score was 70 - 57.

Nate Kelley

We hear that Nate Kelley won a 1958 Nash Rambler at the Better Homes Show last week. He plans to trade in his present car and the Rambler he won for a better Rambler with all the fixings since the one he won is a cheaper model and does not contain any extras.

Wally Ballou, Athletic Director extraordinary, announced that a foul shooting contest would take place in the near future for all those who did not participate in varsity or intramural basketball. However, because some people didn't agree on the restrictions, Mr. Ballou picked up his ball and went home to mother because the boys didn't want to play his way. After he postponed the contest, he claimed that he was planning to hold three contests but due to the resulting friction, none would be held at all. This reminds me of a little story concerning a boy and his mother. It seems that the boy wanted to go to the movies but his mother wouldn't let him. In a fit of rage, the little boy broke a vase, whereupon his mother said, "Sorry, I was going to let you go to the movies until you broke that vase, but now you cannot go for being a bad boy." Why didn't she tell the kid that he could go in the first place than he wouldn't have broken the vase?”

Ditto for Wally Ballou, who had no intentions of holding three contests, one for each group, and if he did have these intentions why did he get so flustered when asked why the intramural players could not compete? Looks like the foul shooting stint is going to be just another one of Mr. Ballou's fiascos. It is about time he realized that the student body should have a voice in some of his projects, after all they are the ones who are paying the tuition and student activity. If Mr. Ballou would take the advice of the majority of the students and give them what they want there would be a lot more interest in the sporting activities of this school.

NEWS IN THE NEWSANCE

We of the Newsance Staff would like to propose a system to the clubs and students who wish to get good coverage for their extra-curricular activities. We propose that one person be appointed from each of the different clubs, and this person be responsible for getting all the news to members of the Newsance Staff. We aren't trying to get out of work but to assure the clubs, etc., of a better coverage.
DEAN BONNY cont. from page one

Dean Bonny said that they also heard some very interesting speeches on automation and its effect on industry and education.

The convention numbered over five hundred people attending which represented around two hundred and fifty two year schools from all over the United States.

While Dean Bonny was in New York he had the chance to go through the United Nations building and said he "found it very interesting".

PRIZES GALORE

8:30 IN THE GYM
CARNIVAL STYLE
AND DANCING

AND THEN THERE WERE TWO

The first of the year there was three weekly school papers the Rag, Bickelbutt and the old reliable NEWSANCE. As time moved on the Bickelbutt and NEWSANCE combined much to the joy of the Rag.

At Christmas the Rag came out with a big edition telling everyone how they would be back after the vacation.

In Mr. March, Mr. Lacharite, Mr. Denamer and Mr. Laughlin still on their Xmas vacation this, they have been seen around the campus. In fact two of them showed up to have their pictures taken to put in the Stag as editors of the Rag.

The Rag may be dead but it still has two faithful editors in Mr. March and Mr. Laughlin they hold her spirit close to their hearts and may some day try to revive their dead paper.
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